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 O F F E R    O F    A    F A L L O W   D E E R   H U N T     

(HUNGARY) 

 

Place: 

• Hunting grounds on the Hungarian - Ukrainian border around the village of Lónya. The 

grounds are mixed (approximately 50% of the forest with a dominant representation of oak). 

In all cases, these are very well gamed hunting grounds with a large population of Gyulaj-

type fallow deer (the trophy quality of most fallow deer is in the range of 3.5-4.5 kg (180 - 

210 CIC). The antlers of fallow deer living here are characterized by a beautiful dark color, 

they are very indented and especially lighter than antlers of fallow deer living in other 

localities (the same antlers in volume are about 20% lighter).        

 

Time:  

 Rutting season - October (Peak of the rutting season – October 10 - 20)  

 

Methods of hunting: 

 Hideout hunting, stalking   

 

Price list of the shooting 

       -    1.99 kg        -      EUR 160  
    2.00 -   2.49 kg        -      EUR 530  
    2.50 -   2.99 kg        -      EUR 550 +     EUR 7 /dkg  
    3.00 -   3.49 kg        -      EUR 900 +   EUR 12 /dkg  
    3.50 -   3.99 kg        -      EUR 1,500 +   EUR 17 /dkg  
    4.00 -   4.49 kg        -      EUR 2,350 +   EUR 34 /dkg  
    4.50 -   4.99 kg        -      EUR 4,050 +   EUR 68 /dkg  
    5.00 kg +                -      EUR 7,450 +   EUR 77 /dkg (possibility of agreeing on a price ceiling)  
 
 

 The antlers weight is considered to be the gross weight of the antlers, i. e. the weight of the 

trophy, including the skull without the jaw, within 24 hours after boiling and whitening of 

the skull 
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Accommodation: 

 Several alternatives, e.g. http://www.nyirerdo.hu/vadasz_lony.aspx, …  

      (from EUR 20 /person/night)                           

                                                             

       

 

Accompanying fees: 

 Organizational fee – EUR 70 /shooter (regardless of the length of the hunting action - the 

fee includes the personal participation and presence of our representative during the entire 

hunting event including the services of an interpreter), 

 Transportation in the grounds – EUR 0.70 / km, max. EUR 25 / walk,  

 Trophy adjustment and official evaluation - EUR 30  / piece,  

 Import of the trophy to the address of the hunting guest's residence (if the hunting guest 

does not arrange the import of the trophy himself) - EUR 50  / piece, 

 Fee for issuing a hunting license with a 30-days validity (including statutory insurance - 

EUR 50 / person. 

http://www.nyirerdo.hu/vadasz_lony.aspx

